
Completing EE 6B:  Assignment for Licensure Portfolio 

Student Teaching Professional Development Activities and Relationships 

Directions:  Answer the following questions completely.  Include the numbers and the statements below when answering.  Make sure this 

document does not reference your school or any persons by name.   

1:  a.  Describe your learning from professional development activities you participated in this semester (school, district, university level).  

      b. How did the professional development contribute to meeting the goals set in the School Improvement Plan for your current school                                                          

 placement? What next steps would you take? 

     c. Describe any professional development that you sought out independently to expand your knowledge and build your professional skills.   

    d. What impact did this professional development have on your teaching and on your students’ performance?  

 

Proficient Accomplished 

1b1 
Reflects on how professional development impacted teaching. 

1b1  
Accomplished If they also describe PLC contributions and they 
describe next steps. 

1c1:  Connections between one area of growth and teaching 
addressed. 

1c1: Connections between more than one area of growth and teaching 
addressed and they describe knowledge they sought out 
independently. 

 

2:  Describe how your professional learning opportunities have helped extend the professional relationships and networks you have developed this 

semester. This should include team planning experiences, professional interactions with colleagues (including your cooperating teacher, specialty 

area teachers, principal, and other school personnel), and participation in faculty meetings.  

Proficient Accomplished 

1c2: Identifies and reflects on how at least one 
professional learning opportunity helped establish 
professional relationships and networks. 

1c2: Identifies and reflects on how at least two 
professional learning opportunity helped establish 
professional relationships and networks. 

 

3: Describe your communications and collaboration with families about issues relating to student learning.  Discuss obstacles you had to overcome 

and the impact of your relationship with the students’ families had on your students and their classroom performance.  If you developed and 

implemented a systematic plan of action with a family to address a student need, describe this plan and the outcomes you experienced. 

Proficient  Accomplished 

2e1: Describes communications with families about issues 
relating to student learning. 

2e1: Describes communications with families about issues relating to student 
learning AND describes the outcomes of a systematic plan of action 
developed with a family to address a student issue. 

 

4.  At mid-term you set goals for yourself.  Summarize your growth as a teacher in meeting these goals. What are your future goals? Reference the 

impact of the professional learning opportunities you described in the first question had on your students’ classroom performance.  If you 

independently sought out professional opportunities to expand your knowledge and skills, describe these.  

Proficient Accomplished 

5b1: Describes professional development experiences and the 
connection to their growth as a teacher. 

5b1: Describes professional development experiences and the 
connection to their growth as a teacher AND describes professional 
development opportunities that they independently sought out.  

 


